
DISTRIBUTIECENTRUM LIFE PHARMA SCRL

Faillissementsverkoop distributiecentrum LIFE PHARMA wo.: div.
racks, 1 sorteerrobot, div. intern transport, IT & multimedia, etc.

Startdatum Thursday 28 June 2018 10:00
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BE-4042 Herstal, Route de Liers 140

Einddatum Donderdag 12 juli 2018 vanaf 14:00

Afgifte Thursday, July 19, 2018 from 10:00 to 16:00
Friday, July 20, 2018 from 10:00 to 12:00
BE-4042 Herstal, Route de Liers 140

Online bidding only!

www.moyersoen.be

Voor meer informatie en voorwaarden:

12/07/2018 06:00



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

1 1 picking robot KNAPP, year built 2002, consisting of:
 
 1 automatic product supply line with 1350 adjustable feed channels for
unique products of which 900 gutters of 800 mm (2 on top of each other)
and 450 of 2500 mm, conveyor belt, total dimensions approximately: 38 m x
2 m x H 3500 mm,
 
 1 control box with PC DELL,
 1 pack receipt printer HP LASERJET 9040 on metal frame, equipped with
automatic packing slip supply KNAPP PH3600,
 1 PC DELL OPTIPLEX equipped with monitor, keyboard and mouse,
 1 printer HP LASERJET PRO M402n,
 2 control cabinets equipped with controls including SIEMENS SITOP,
 5 metal filing cabinets containing documentation and spare parts including
fasteners, roller conveyor rollers, electro, sensors, etc. (delivery on
instruction)
 
 
 Exclusive compressors,
 Delivery on instruction,
 The buyer undertakes to disassemble the installation without causing
damage to the building,
  
 Location: Order picking

10000€

2 1 electric stacker STILL EXV 12, maximum lift height 4471 mm,
 maximum weight 1200 kg,
 built-in charger,
 plywood mast,
 
 operation unknown, battery probably empty,
 Location: Rear hall

2000€

3 1 electric stacker STILL EGV 10, year built 2004,
  maximum lift height 3725 mm,
 maximum weight 1000 kg,
 built-in charger,
 duplex mast,
 
 operation unknown, battery probably empty,
 Location: Rear hall

300€

4 1 screw compressor BOGE CLD 7-270, 400V, year built 2009,
 Hours read: 9445 hrs
 max. 10 bar, 5.5 kW,
 Equipped with air dryer BOGE DR8,
 Pressure vessel 270 liters
 Location: Compressors

625€

5 1 screw compressor BOGE CL 5-270, 400V, year built 2002,
 Hours read: 6797 u
 max. 10 bar, 4.0 kW,
 Pressure vessel 270 liters
 Location: Compressors

300€
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6 1 piston compressor GARDNER DENVER GD 5,5-270-10, 400V, Year of
construction 2003,
 max. 10 bar, 5.5 kW,
 Pressure vessel 270 liters,
 
 Attention, lot is located at about 3 m height,
 Location: Compressors

250€

7 1 manual pallet truck with electrical height adjustment STILL,
 maximum load 1000 kg,
 maximum lift height 800 mm
 own weight 158 ??kg,
 
 Equipped with built-in charger,
 Location: Front left hall

200€

8 1 manual pallet truck with electrical height adjustment STILL,
 maximum load 1000 kg,
 maximum lift height 800 mm
 own weight 158 ??kg,
 
 Equipped with built-in charger,
 Location: Front left hall

200€

9 1 manual pallet truck with electrical height adjustment STILL,
 maximum load 1000 kg,
 maximum lift height 800 mm
 own weight 158 ??kg,
 
 Equipped with built-in charger,
 Location: Front left hall

200€

10 1 manual pallet truck with electrical height adjustment STILL,
 maximum load 1000 kg,
 maximum lift height 800 mm
 own weight 158 ??kg,
 
 Equipped with built-in charger,
 Location: Front left hall

200€

11 1 manual pallet truck with electrical height adjustment STILL,
 maximum load 1000 kg,
 maximum lift height 800 mm
 own weight 158 ??kg,
 
 Equipped with built-in charger,
 Location: Front left hall

200€

12 1 manual pallet truck with electrical height adjustment STILL,
 maximum load 1000 kg,
 maximum lift height 800 mm
 own weight 158 ??kg,
 
 Equipped with built-in charger,
 Location: Front left hall

200€
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13 1 manual pallet truck with electrical height adjustment STILL,
 maximum load 1000 kg,
 maximum lift height 800 mm
 own weight 158 ??kg,
 
 Equipped with external charger,
 Location: Front left hall

200€

14 1 manual pallet truck with electrical height adjustment STILL,
 maximum load 1000 kg,
 maximum lift height 800 mm
 own weight 158 ??kg,
 
 Equipped with built-in charger,
 Location: Front left hall

200€

15 1 metal storage rack consisting of 2 uprights and 4 shelves,
 dimensions approximately: 1300 x 510 x H 2000 mm

40€

16 1 metal storage rack consisting of 2 uprights and 4 shelves,
 dimensions approximately: 1300 x 510 x H 2000 mm
 Location: Frigo

100€

17 8 running meters HACCP rack consisting of 11 uprights and 32 shelves,
 dimensions approximately: 8 x 1000 x 350 x H 1680 mm
 Location: Frigo

250€

18 16 plastic bins with insulation elements,
 Dimensions approximately: (bottom) 255 x 400 mm, (top) 325 x 490 x H
280 mm (plastic boxes not included)
 Location: Frigo

25€

19 25 insulated cardboard boxes, in various sizes and versions
 Location: Frigo

25€
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20 36 wireless handheld scanners PSION NEO PX 750,
 equipped with 9 charging stations for handhelds and 3 charging stations for
batteries
 Location: Linksmidden hall

125€

21 5 running meters storage rack equipped with wire grids, consisting of: 7
uprights and 10 shelves,
 dimensions approximately: 5 x 1000 x 600 x H 2300 mm,
 
 Includes 4 metal drip trays
 Location: Linksmidden locally fire safe

50€

22 4.5 running meter storage rack consisting of: 9 uprights and 40 shelves,
 dimensions approximately: 5 x 9000 x 400 x H 2000 mm,
 
 Includes 4 metal drip trays
 Location: Linksmidden stupefiants

50€

23 1 floor scrubber vacuum cleaner WETROK DUOMATIC C43 / 50/60,
 Own weight 188 kg,
 
 Equipped with charger
 Location: Linksmidden hall

250€

24 1 cleaning cart with dirt bag holder, 2 buckets, 2 racks, various cleaning
utensils
 Location: Linksmidden hall

25€

25 1 stick vacuum cleaner DYSON BALL
 Location: Linksmidden hall

20€

26 1 industrial vacuum cleaner KARCHER PROFESSIONAL NT65 / 2 Tact
with hose and suction nozzle
 Location: Linksmidden hall

65€
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27 1 part of the remaining contents of the cleaning room consisting of: 50
approximately PVC bags, 1 plastic cleaning cart, various cleaning products
and cleaning cloths and 2 large brush heads
 delivery according to instructions
  
 Location: Linksmidden hall

15€

28 3 different veneer wood desks including dimensions approx. 1800 x 1200 x
H720mm, 2 low metal roller shutters including dim. Approx.: 1200 x 450 x
H1060mm, 3 various office chairs, 1 metal side table, 1 file rack,
  
 Location: Linksmidden hall

50€

29 2 various multifunctional copiers HP including LaserJet P4015N and
LaserJet Pro 400,
  
 Location: Linksmidden hall

20€

30 1 metal storage rack BITO consisting of 2 uprights and 2 shelves, approx.
2700 x 800 x H1970mm,
  
 Location: Linksmidden hall

25€

31 6 approx. Running meter warehouse rack NN, consisting of 3 uprights and 4
shelves dim. Approx. 6000 x 800 x H2000mm,
  
 Location: Linksmidden hall

45€

32 1 metal storage rack BITO consisting of 2 uprights and 2 shelves, approx.
2700 x 800 x H1970mm,
  
 Location: Linksmidden hall

25€

33 3 approx. Running meter warehouse rack NN, consisting of 2 uprights and 2
shelves dim approx. 3000 x 800 x H2000mm,
  
 Location: Linksmidden hall

25€
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34 1 metal warehouse rack SSI-SCHAFER consisting of 2 uprights and 2
shelves approx. 3400 x 850 x H2400mm,
  
 Location: Linksmidden hall

40€

35 1 metal storage rack consisting of 3 uprights and 10 shelves approx. 1900 x
400 x H1800mm,
  
 Location: Linksmidden hall

15€

36 8 Euro pallets with upright metal grid edges approx. 1200 x 800 x
H1000mm,
 delivery according to directions,
  
 Location: Linksmidden hall

65€

37 1 metal warehouse rack NN consisting of 2 uprights and 2 shelves approx.
2800 x 800 x H2200mm, containing 1 defective wheelchair, 5 boxes of
envelopes,
  
 Location: Warehouse left rear

25€

38 15 running meter storage rack NN consisting of 6 uprights and 11 shelves
dim approx. 6000 x 1050 x H2400mm, containing 1 pallet cardboard boxes
and 1 pallet about 50 plastic sorting trays,
  
 Location: Warehouse left rear

100€

39 1 stainless steel drinking bottle COOLFLEX, with built-in cooling,
mouthwash, foot control, size approx. 400 x 300 x H1200mm,
  
 Location: Warehouse left rear

40€

40 1 mobile metal warehouse rack METALSISTEM, with 3 shelves, damaged,
size 1850 x 500 x H1600mm,
  
 Location: Warehouse left rear

20€
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41 18 europallets EPAL,
  
 Location: Warehouse left rear

10€

42 12 running meter pallet rack consisting of 8 uprights and 23 shelves, size
approx. 12000 x 1000 x H2500mm, containing 5 pallets of plastic sorting
trays, 9 side chairs and 1 pallet of cardboard boxes,
  
 Location: Warehouse left rear

90€

43 1 mobile aluminum ALTREX PROFESSIONAL Perfecty, consisting of 2
mobile uprights size 700 x 2800 mm, 4 scrapers size 700 x 1150 mm, 10
diagonals length 2450 mm and 1 shelf size 2600 x 620 mm,
  
 Location: Warehouse left rear

100€

44 6 various warehouse sorting tables including dimensions 2500 x 600 x H870
mm and 2000 x 700 x H850 mm, 1 vertical locker with 5 lockers without key
size approx: 360 x 500 x H1800 mm, 6 crica running meters various storage
rack NN, in various sizes and versions, 2 various whiteboards and 5
different office chairs,
  
 Location: Rear hall

100€

45 1 laser printer HP LaserJet 600,
  
 Location: Rear hall

15€

46 1 color multifunctional copier HP OffiJet Pro 276DW,
 1 desk scale ALBA and 2 loudspeakers,
  
 Location: Rear hall

15€

47 1 solid wood desk table approx. 2200 x 1200 x H750mm, 1 drawer unit, 1
side table and 1 office chair,
  
 Location: Rear hall

15€
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48 20 pallets various metal shelves for warehouse racks / filing cabinets
including dimensions 1000 x 500, 1300 x 550 and 970 x 400 mm,
  
 Location: Outside behind

100€

49 1 disassembled roller conveyor rack BITO, consisting of 13 shelves dim.
2650 x 1800 mm and 60 approximately uprights H2500 mm, various loose
parts
 lying on 3 pallets,
 probably incomplete,
  
 Location: Outside behind

25€

50 1 pallet containing approximately 500 cardboard boxes, approx. 500 x 200 x
H280mm,
  
 Location: Rear hall

25€

51 6 plexiglass display cabinets with 5 shelves size 400 x 400 x H1230mm,
  
 Location: Rear hall

15€

52 1 metal transport trolley with 2 shelves, 2 swivel wheels, total dimension
approx. 1000 x 600 x 1000 mm,
  
 Location: Warehouse right rear

15€

53 4 various alu ladders including: 1 3-piece alu ladder PERFECTY with 3x10
sports, 3 various alu folding ladders,
  
 Location: Warehouse right rear

50€

54 1 metal warehouse rack with 2 uprights and 2 shelves approx. 1000 x 500 x
H2000mm, containing 1 formica sorting cabinet with 22 slides,
  
 Location: Warehouse right rear

25€
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55 2 metal filing cabinets with 2 doors, 4 shelves, containing various
maintenance tools and hand tools, including defect,
 without a key,
  
 Location: Warehouse right rear

25€

56 1 mobile compressor NUAIR Revolutionary, 1100W, max 9 bar,
  
 Location: Right back maintenance

25€

57 1 workshop trolley FACOM with 7 drawers, 1 door and 1 vise, key present,
including various hand tools including screwdrivers, saws, calipers,
spanners, ring wrenches,
 1 small angle grinder MAKITA 9565H, 1 cordless drill MAKITA DHP441
equipped with charger, 2 batteries, 1 jig saw MAKITA,
  
 Location: Right back maintenance

125€

58 3 electric motors WEG including 0.25kW, with reduction box MOTOVARIO,
  
 Location: Right back maintenance

150€

59 1 laser printer HP LaserJet 9040N,
  
 Location: Right back maintenance

10€

60 1 metal transport trolley with 2 shelves, 2 swivel wheels, total dimension
approximately 1050 x 500 x 1000 mm,
  
 Location: Right back maintenance

15€

61 1 high pressure cleaner MICHELIN with reel, spray lance,
 1 portable vacuum cleaner KARCHER A 2234 with hose,
  
 Location: Right back maintenance

25€
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62 1 safe NN, with 3 shelves, key present, built-in safe with code keyboard,
total size 700 x 550 x H1600mm,
  
 Location: Right center

25€

63 12 running meters various metal storage rack including BITO, consisting of
12 uprights and 11 shelves, various designs and dimensions including 800 x
2000 mm,
  
 Location: Right center

90€

64 1 metal filing cabinet TRIUMPH with 3 shelves, 2 doors, key available,
approx. 900 x 450 x H1750mm,
  
 Location: Right center

20€

65 2 metal storage racks consisting of 4 uprights and 10 shelves, containing 50
plastic sorting trays, size 1750 x 550 x H2000mm,
  
 Location: Right center

40€

66 1 metal storage rack consisting of 2 uprights and 2 shelves,
 dimensions approximately: 2700 x 800 x H 2000 mm
 Location: Right center

25€

67 1 metal desk with 6 drawers approx. 1500 x 750 x H750mm, 2 fabric office
chairs, 1 dustbin,
  
 Location: Right in front

15€

68 1 mobile metal storage rack with 2 shelves, 4 swivel wheels, approx. 2700 x
600 x H2400mm,
 exclusive content,
  
 Location: Right in front

25€
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69 2 laser printers HP LaserJet 600,
  
 Location: Right in front

20€

70 2 mobile metal warehouse racks METALSISTEM, with 3 shelves, damaged,
size 1850 x 500 x H1600mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

20€

71 2 mobile metal warehouse racks METALSISTEM, with 3 shelves, damaged,
size 1850 x 500 x H1600mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

20€

72 2 mobile metal warehouse racks METALSISTEM, with 3 shelves, damaged,
size 1850 x 500 x H1600mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

20€

73 2 mobile metal warehouse racks METALSISTEM, with 3 shelves, damaged,
size 1850 x 500 x H1600mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

20€

74 2 mobile metal warehouse racks METALSISTEM, with 3 shelves, damaged,
size 1850 x 500 x H1600mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

20€

75 2 mobile metal warehouse racks METALSISTEM, with 3 shelves, damaged,
size 1850 x 500 x H1600mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

20€
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76 4 mobile workshop carts FETRA with 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels, size
1000 x 600 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

40€

77 4 mobile workshop carts FETRA with 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels, size
1000 x 600 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

40€

78 4 mobile workshop carts FETRA with 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels, size
1000 x 600 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

40€

79 4 mobile workshop carts FETRA with 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels, size
1000 x 600 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

40€

80 4 mobile workshop carts FETRA with 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels, size
1000 x 600 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

40€

81 4 mobile workshop carts FETRA with 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels, size
1000 x 600 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

40€

82 4 mobile workshop carts FETRA with 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels, size
850 x 500 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

30€
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83 4 mobile workshop carts FETRA with 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels, size
850 x 500 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

30€

84 4 mobile workshop carts FETRA with 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels, size
850 x 500 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

30€

85 4 mobile workshop carts FETRA with 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels, size
850 x 500 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

30€

86 4 mobile workshop carts FETRA with 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels, size
850 x 500 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

30€

87 5 various mobile workshop carts NN with 2 shelves including 4 swivel
wheels, including size 950 x 450 x 1000mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

40€

88 6 various mobile workshop carts NN with 2 shelves including 4 swivel
wheels, including size 950 x 450 x 1000mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

45€

89 5 different flat workshop carts with 2 swivel wheels including size 1000 x
700 x H1000mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

40€
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90 5 different flat workshop carts with 2 swivel wheels including size 1000 x
700 x H1000mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

40€

91 3 different deep freezers including ELECTROLUX and LIEBHERR, including
about 80 cooling elements,
  
 Location: Sas in front

40€

92 18 various car tires including winet and summer tires including MICHELIN,
PIRELLI including dim. 225/50 R17 and 205/60 R16,
  
 Location: Sas in front

30€

93 2 different mobile workshop carts including 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels,
including dimensions 1000 x 600 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

15€

94 2 different mobile workshop carts including 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels,
including dimensions 1000 x 600 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

15€

95 2 different mobile workshop carts including 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels,
including dimensions 1000 x 600 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

15€

96 2 different mobile workshop carts including 2 shelves and 2 swivel wheels,
including dimensions 1000 x 600 x H1100mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

15€
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97 9 running meters metal warehouse rack NN consisting of 10 uprights and 38
shelves, size 9000 x 400 x H2400mm, containing 32 plastic sorting trays,
  
 Location: Right in front

65€

98 1 alu HACCP rack FERMOD with 5 shelves, size 1200 x 360 x 1700 mm,
  
 Location: Right in front

30€

99 12 wireless handheld scanners PSION NEO PX 750,
 equipped with 3 charging stations for handhelds and 1 charging stations for
batteries,
  
 Location: local transit in front

40€

100 1 full remaining content, local transit at the front, consisting of: 1 veneer
wood desk size 1800 x 1200 x H700mm, 1 desk chair and 2 side chairs, 1
drawer unit and 1 mini fridge LG,
 exclusive numbered tickets,
  
 Location: local transit in front

25€

101 1 mobile platform ladder CASTIGLIA, max 150 kg, with 8 steps, total size
1800 x 700 x H2600 mm,
  
 Location: front hall

50€

102 1 mobile platform ladder CASTIGLIA, max 150 kg, with 8 steps, total size
1800 x 700 x H2600 mm,
  
 Location: front hall

50€

103 1 mobile platform ladder CASTIGLIA, max 150 kg, with 8 steps, total size
1800 x 700 x H2600 mm,
  
 Location: front hall

50€
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104 1 mobile platform ladder CASTIGLIA, max 150 kg, with 4 steps, total size
1300 x 650 x H1950mm,
  
 Location: front hall

25€

105 10 plastic stackable side chairs NN,
  
 Location: front hall

10€

106 1 mobile metal storage rack with 2 shelves, 4 swivel wheels, approx. 2800 x
700 x H2100mm,
  
 Location: front hall

40€

107 5 defective wheelchairs including B + B, PYROSTART and MEYRA,
 1 defective walking frame NN,
  
 Location: front hall

15€

108 1 manual transpallet BV, max 2500kg,
  
 Location: front hall

25€

109 1 manual pallet truck NN, max 2000kg,
  
 Location: front hall

25€

110 1 manual pallet truck STILL, max 2000kg,
  
 Location: front hall

25€
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111 1 plastic fork-lift truck, containing approximately 1m³ of used X-rays,
  
 Location: front hall

125€

112 1 wooden warehouse cupboard mounted on storage rack consisting of 2
uprights and 2 shelves, with 4 doors, total size 2800 x 800 x H1900mm,
 exclusive content,
  
 Location: front hall

40€

113 1100 (approx.) Plastic sorting bins, dimensions: (bottom) 255 x 400 mm,
(top) 325 x 490 x H 280 mm,
 1300 (approx.) Plastic lids for sorting bins,
 lying on 10 pallets and 6 workshop carts,
  
 Location: 3 div. locations

425€

114 26 running meters metal warehouse rack NN with 32 approximately uprights
and 182 approximately shelves, size 1000 x 400 x H2400mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 1

125€

115 26 running meters metal warehouse rack NN with 32 approximately uprights
and 182 approximately shelves, size 1000 x 400 x H2400mm,
 8 running meters of fluorescent lighting, excluding cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 1

125€

116 32 running meters metal warehouse rack NN with 39 approximately uprights
and 300 approximately shelves, size 1000 x 400 x H2400mm, with 18
running meters of fluorescent lighting, excluding cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 1

150€

117 7 running meter metal storage rack consisting of 5 uprights and 14
presentation bearers, size approximately 7000 x 500 x H2000mm,
containing 15 plastic sorting trays,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 1

50€
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118 6 running meters various warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 42
shelves, size 4000 x 400 x H2000mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 1

30€

119 1 metal storage rack consisting of 2 uprights and 6 shelves, total size 1020
x 400 x H2000mm, containing 48 plastic sorting trays,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 2

30€

120 6 running meter metal storage rack consisting of 4 uprights and 14
presentation bearers, dim. 6000 x 500 x H2000mm, containing 55 plastic
sorting trays,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 2

45€

121 4 running meters warehouse rack BITO consisting of 5 uprights and 20
shelves, size 4000 x 500 x H2000mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 2

30€

122 10 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 70
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of TL lighting excluding
cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

75€

123 10 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 70
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of TL lighting excluding
cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

75€

124 10 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 70
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of TL lighting excluding
cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

75€
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125 10 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 70
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of TL lighting excluding
cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

75€

126 10 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 70
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of TL lighting excluding
cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

75€

127 10 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 70
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of TL lighting excluding
cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

75€

128 10 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 70
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of TL lighting excluding
cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

75€

129 10 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 70
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of TL lighting excluding
cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

75€

130 10 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 70
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of TL lighting excluding
cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

75€

131 10 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 70
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of TL lighting excluding
cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

75€
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132 10 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 70
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of TL lighting excluding
cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

75€

133 10 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 70
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of TL lighting excluding
cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

75€

134 10 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 70
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of TL lighting excluding
cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

75€

135 10 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 12 uprights and 70
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of TL lighting excluding
cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

75€

136 8 running meters metal storage rack consisting of 10 uprights and 60
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of fluorescent lighting
excluding cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

65€

137 8 running meters metal storage rack consisting of 10 uprights and 60
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of fluorescent lighting
excluding cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

65€

138 8 running meters metal storage rack consisting of 10 uprights and 60
approximately shelves, with 6 running meters of fluorescent lighting
excluding cabling,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 photo is purely indicative,
  
 Location: Gang 2

65€
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139 5 running meters of metal storage rack including BITO, consisting of 7
uprights and 40 shelves, containing 200 plastic spouts,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 2

40€

140 22 approx. Running meter roller conveyor BITO P20, consisting of 10
uprights and 45 roller conveyor layers, size: 2700 x 2500 mm, total height:
2500 mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 3

750€

141 30 running meters various metal pallet rack FERALCO, consisting of 12
uprights and 44 shelves with 44 wooden shelves, total size 30000 x 1100 x
H2550mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 4 & 5

300€

142 30 running meters various metal pallet rack FERALCO, consisting of 12
uprights and 44 shelves with 44 wooden shelves, total size 30000 x 1100 x
H2550mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 4 & 5

300€

143 33 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 40 uprights and 150
shelves, with 10 running meters of fluorescent lighting, total dimension
33000 x 500 x H2300mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 6

150€

144 33 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 40 uprights and 150
shelves, with 10 running meters of fluorescent lighting, total dimension
33000 x 500 x H2300mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 6

150€

145 33 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 40 uprights and 150
shelves, with 10 running meters of fluorescent lighting, total dimension
33000 x 500 x H2300mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 6

150€
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146 33 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 40 uprights and 150
shelves, with 10 running meters of fluorescent lighting, total dimension
33000 x 500 x H2300mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 6

150€

147 33 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 40 uprights and 150
shelves, with 10 running meters of fluorescent lighting, total dimension
33000 x 500 x H2300mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 6

150€

148 33 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 40 uprights and 150
shelves, with 10 running meters of fluorescent lighting, total dimension
33000 x 500 x H2300mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 6

150€

149 1 electric stacker STILL EXV 12, maximum lift height 4471 mm,
 maximum weight 1200 kg,
 built-in charger,
 plywood mast,
 
 operation unknown, battery probably empty,
 Location: Backside of the hall

625€

150 60 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 70 uprights and 300
shelves, with 10 running meters of fluorescent lighting, total dim. 60000 x
500 x H2300mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself, photo is purely indicative
  
 Location: Gang 7

450€

151 60 running meters metal warehouse rack consisting of 70 uprights and 300
shelves, with 10 running meters of fluorescent lighting, total dim. 60000 x
500 x H2300mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself, photo is purely indicative
  
 Location: Gang 7

450€

152 36 running meters metal storage rack consisting of 54 uprights and 140
shelves, with 32 running meters of fluorescent lighting, total dim. 36000 x
500 x H2300mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself, photo is purely indicative
 Location: Gang 8

275€
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153 36 running meters metal storage rack consisting of 54 uprights and 140
shelves, with 32 running meters of fluorescent lighting, total dim. 36000 x
500 x H2300mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself, photo is purely indicative
 Location: Gang 8

275€

154 15 (approx.) Running meters SSI SCHAEFER roller conveyor rack,
consisting of 6 uprights and 25 roller conveyor layers, including metal box
separators,
 dimensions of shelves: 3000 x 2500 mm, total height: 2600 mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 Photograph is purely indicative
  
 Location: Gang 9

450€

155 15 (approx.) Running meters SSI SCHAEFER roller conveyor rack,
consisting of 6 uprights and 25 roller conveyor layers, including metal box
separators,
 dimensions of shelves: 3000 x 2500 mm, total height: 2600 mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 Photograph is purely indicative
  
 Location: Gang 9

450€

156 32 (approx) running meter metal pallet rack SSI SCHAEFER, consisting of
13 uprights and 48 shelves with 24 wooden shelves, total size 32000 x 1050
x H 2550mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 10

325€

157 13.5 meters metal pallet rack FERALCO, consisting of 6 uprights and 10
shelves with 20 wooden shelves, total size 13500 x 1100 x H2550mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 Location: Gang 11

165€

158 16 (approx) running meter metal pallet rack SSI SCHAEFER, consisting of 7
uprights and 11 shelves (including damaged) with 11 wooden shelves
(including damaged),
 total dimension 16000 x 1050 x H 2550mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
  
 Location: Gang 11

115€

159 10 running meters metal storage rack consisting of 6 uprights and 9
shelves,
 total dimension 10000 x 800 x H2000mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 Location: Operation robot

85€
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160 50 (approximately) running meter various metal storage rack consisting of
26 uprights and 34 shelves,
 total size 50000 x 800 x H2000mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 Location: Sas in front

300€

161 27 (approximately) running meter various metal storage rack BITO
consisting of 11 uprights and 24 shelves, including fixed shelves and roller
conveyor layers
 total dimension 27000 x 800 x H2400mm,
 the buyer must disassemble it himself,
 Location: Sas in front

225€

162 1 roller conveyor BITO consisting of 2 uprights and 4 roller conveyor layers,
 dimension legger approximately: 2700 x 1700 mm, total height elongation
approximately 2550 mm,
 1 metal storage rack, consisting of 2 uprights and 4 shelves, dimensions
approximately 1400 x 500 x H 2000 mm
 Location: Frontside hall

65€

163 1 mobile storage rack with 2 shelves, 4 swivel wheels,
 total dimension approximately: 2800 x 600 x H 2400 mm
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

164 6 plexiglass display cabinets with 5 shelves,
 size 400 x 400 x H1230mm,
 Location: Frontside hall

15€

165 1 mobile storage rack with 2 shelves, 4 swivel wheels,
 total dimension approximately: 2800 x 600 x H 2400 mm
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

166 1 small metal shutter box, dimensions approximately 1200 x 450 x H 1150
mm,
 1 fabric swivel chair, 3 plastic side chairs,
 1 plexiglass display cabinet, dimensions approximately 400 x 400 x H 1230
mm
 Location: Frontside hall

40€
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167 1 alu HACCP rack FERMOD with 3 shelves,
 dimensions approximately 1200 x 360 x 1700mm,
 Location: Frontside hall

30€

168 1 mobile metal rack with 16 plastic sorting bins, 2 swivel wheels,
 total dimensions approximately: 2000 x 500 x H 2000 mm
 Location: Frontside hall

25€

169 1 ticket printer ZEBRA ZT 230, without accessories
 Location: Frontside hall

65€

170 1 ticket printer ZEBRA STRIPE S4M, without accessories
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

171 1 ticket printer ZEBRA STRIPE S4M, without accessories
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

172 1 ticket printer ZEBRA STRIPE S4M, without accessories
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

173 1 ticket printer ZEBRA STRIPE S4M, without accessories
 Location: Frontside hall

50€
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174 1 ticket printer ZEBRA STRIPE S4M, without accessories
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

175 2 precision balances ALBA including PRECISIO 20 and PRECISIO PRO 5,
 1 labelwriter DYMO RHINO PRO 5000
 Location: Frontside hall

65€

176 1 temperature monitoring system HANWELL consisting of:
 1 control module HANWELL SR2,
 4 monitoring units HANWELL RL 2000,
 6 monitoring units HANWELL RL 4000 with digital display
 Location: Frontside hall

315€

177 1 all-in-one PC CELEM,
 equipped with keyboard, mouse and power cable,
 password unknown
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

178 1 all-in-one PC CELEM,
 equipped with keyboard, mouse and power cable,
 password unknown
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

179 1 all-in-one PC CELEM,
 equipped with keyboard, mouse and power cable,
 password unknown
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

180 1 all-in-one PC CELEM,
 equipped with keyboard, mouse and power cable,
 password unknown
 Location: Frontside hall

50€
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181 1 all-in-one PC CELEM,
 equipped with keyboard, mouse and power cable,
 password unknown
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

182 1 all-in-one PC CELEM,
 equipped with keyboard, mouse and power cable,
 password unknown
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

183 1 all-in-one PC CELEM,
 equipped with keyboard, mouse and power cable,
 password unknown
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

184 1 all-in-one PC CELEM,
 equipped with keyboard, mouse and power cable,
 password unknown
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

185 1 all-in-one PC CELEM,
 equipped with keyboard, mouse and power cable,
 password unknown
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

186 1 all-in-one PC CELEM,
 equipped with keyboard, mouse and power cable,
 password unknown
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

187 1 all-in-one PC CELEM,
 equipped with keyboard, mouse and power cable,
 password unknown
 Location: Frontside hall

50€
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188 1 all-in-one PC CELEM,
 equipped with keyboard, mouse and power cable,
 password unknown
 Location: Frontside hall

50€

189 1 Completely remaining first aid office , consisting of:
 3 veneer desks, including dimensions approximately 1600 x 1200 mm,
 3 fabric office chairs,
 1 metal shutter box with 4 shelves, dimensions approximately 1200 x 450 x
H 1950 mm,
 1 whiteboard, 2 low metal roller shutters,
 1 laser printer HP LASERJET ENTERPRISE
 Location: Frontside hall

80€

190 42 bottles of red wine CHATEAU D'ANGLES - LA CLAPE,
 2007,
 bottle content: 75 cl,
 lying in 7 boxes,
 Location: Explosives

55€

191 19 different bottles of red wine including:
 12 bottles of CHATEAU SAINT NAHON, 2011, (75 cl per bottle)
 6 bottles of CHATEAU GIGOGNAN, 2009, (75 cl per bottle),
 1 bottle of white wine CHATEAU BON BARON, Pinot blanc, 2014, 75 cl,
 lying in 2 boxes and 1 plastic container
 Location: Explosives

25€

192 18 bottles of red wine DOMAINE DES ESCARAVAILLES - LES
SABLIERES,
 Cotes Du Rhone, 2010,
 Bottle content: 75 cl,
 lying in 3 boxes
 Location: Explosives

25€

193 17 bottles of various white wine, including:
 6 bottles of DOMAINE DES VALANGES, 2009, (75 cl per bottle),
 6 bottles of CORNET ET CIE, COLLIOURE, 2009, (75 cl per bottle),
 5 bottles of CHATEAU BON BARON, Pinot blanc, 2014 (75 cl pe bottle),
 lying in 3 boxes
 Location: Explosives

25€

194 8 bottles of champagne LOUIS ROEDERER BRUT PREMIER,
 in decorative cardboard pouch,
 Bottle content: 75 cl
 Location: Explosives

60€
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195 17 different bottles of cava and champagne including:
 5 bottles of cava FLOR DE RAIM, brut, 75 cl,
 2 bottles of champagne LUCAS-CARTON, brut, 75cl,
 7 bottles of champagne DRAPPIER CARTE D'OR, Brut, 75 cl,
 3 bottles of champagne DRAPPIER Rosé Brut, 75 cl,
 lying in 2 plastic bins
 Location: Explosives

85€

196 19 different bottles of wine including:
 6 bottles of white wine CHATEAU BON BARON, Pinot Blanc, 2014, 75 cl,
 4 bottles of white wine DESLOGES TOURAINE, Sauvignon, 2012, 75 cl,
 6 bottles of red wine CARIGNAN VIEILLES VIGNES, LES GRANDS
CHEMINS, 2011, 75 cl,
 1 bottle of sparkling wine LOUIS BOUILLOT, BLANC DE NOIRS, 75 cl,
 1 bottle of white wine GERARD BERTRAND, VIOGNIER 2010, 75 cl,
 1 bottle of red wine MINERVOIS, 2009, 75 cl,
 lying in 2 plastic bins,
 
 Photograph is purely indicative
  
 Location: Explosives

30€

197 1 double UPS cluster EATON 9PX, consisting of:
 2 control units EATON 9PX 5000,
 5 batteries EATON 9PX EBM 180V,
 1 bridging switch EATON HOTSWAP MBP 6000i,
 
 Buyer must dismantle it himself in a responsible manner,
 attention, lot is located on platform (height about 3 meters),
 Location: Sas in front

2250€

198 13 metal locker cabinets with 5 lockers,
 without keys,
 dimensions per piece: approximately 360 x 500 x H 1800 mm,
  
 Location: Kaizen glvl

25€

199 1 Full remaining content desk KAIZEN consisting of:
 5 small metal roller shutter boxes, including dimensions approximately
1200 x 450 x H 1050 mm,
 5 different veneer wood desks including dimensions approximately 1600 x
1400 mm,
 1 laser printer HP LASERJET P4515N,
 1 laminator,
 3 different drawers,
 4 various office chairs, 5 various side chairs,
 1 side table,
 
 Delivery according to instructions
 Location: Kaizen glvl

50€
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200 4 various transport carts, including FETRA,
 1 movable chrome clothes hanger,
 2 plastic side chairs,
 1 black standing coat rack
 Location: Entrance hall

50€

201 1 Full remaining content office entrance right, consisting of:
 6 veneer desk desks, including dimensions approximately 1600 x 1200
mm,
 5 drawers,
 6 fabric office chairs,
 2 metal shutter box with 3 shelves, dimensions approximately 1200 x 450 x
H 1950 mm,
 1 whiteboard,
 2 different laser printers HP LASERJET,
 1 metal storage rack,
 Location: Entrance hall

50€

202 1 fully remaining content refectory, consisting of:
 11 veneer wooden tables, dimensions approximately 1200 x 800 mm,
 50 side seats with metal base,
 2 different coffee makers,
 1 microwave oven NN,
 1 dishwasher SIEMENS,
 1 fridge / freezer combination BOSCH,
 Location: Refter glvl

65€

203 1 large oval veneer meeting table (incomplete), dimensions approximately
4100 x 1700 mm,
 12 fabric side chairs,
 1 small metal shutter box,
 1 plexiglass display cabinet,
 1 spreadsheet standard
 Location: meeting room 1st floor

65€

204 1 interactive touchtable DISPLAYLITE 180,
 equipped with Microsoft Windows 10,
 46 inch full HD display,
 10 point touchscreen,
 total dimensions approximately: 1170 x 700 x H 900 mm
 Location: meeting room 1st floor

175€

205 1 presentation screen NEC - digital signage,
 80 '' LED screen, screen diagonal approx. 2000 mm,
 equipped with i3 Link, remote control,
 Location: meeting room 1st floor

375€
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206 1 American fridge WHIRLPOOL,
 equipped with cool and freezer compartment,
 Equipped with ice maker,
 Total volume approximately 546 liters,
 Total dimensions approximately: 900 x 700 x H 1770 mm
 Location: meeting room 1st floor

75€

207 1 wine display cooler CLIMADIFF, with glass door,
 equipped with 2 temperature zones, 4 layers,
 Total dimensions approximately: 480 x 600 x H 820 mm
 Location: meeting room 1st floor

75€

208 20 different bottles of wine including red wine, white wine and sparkling
wine, including:
 3 bottles of white wine DOMAINE HAUT GLEON, 2013,
 2 bottles of white wine DOMAINE DES ESCARAVAILLES, 2014,
 2 bottles of white wine BORDEAUX GRAND THEATER,
 2 bottles of red wine SAVIGNY-LES-BEAUNES, 2011,
 1 bottle of red wine CHATEAU NAHON, 2011,
 1 bottle of champagne CHARLES DE MONRENCY, Brut,
 Location: meeting room 1st floor

25€

209 1 EPSON projector ,
 the buyer must dismantle it himself from the ceiling,
 Location: meeting room 1st floor

25€

210 11 various metal roller shutter boxes including JG and BURODEP,
 including 9 high (dimensions approximately 1200 x 450 x H 1950 mm) and
2 low (dimensions approximately 1200 x 430 x H 1100 mm),
 including 4 shelves,
 Location: Office 1L 1st floor

115€

211 5 different veneer wood desks including dimensions approximately 1600 x
1400 mm and 1600 x 800 mm,
 5 different fabric office chairs,
 5 mobile pedestals,
 
 delivery according to directions,
 Location: Office 1L 1st floor

50€

212 1 desktop PC HP PRO,
 2 different monitors IIYAMA, keyboard and mouse,
 1 laser printer HP LASERJET P4015N,
 1 laser printer HP LASERJET COLOR ENTERPRISE M552,
 Location: Office 1L 1st floor

70€
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213 1 electric wrapping machine FP Fpi 600,
  
 Location: Office 2L 1st floor

250€

214 1 laser printer HP LASERJET 500 COLOR M551
 Location: Office 2L 1st floor

50€

215 2 veneer office desks, dimensions approximately 1200 x 800 mm,
 2 plexiglass display cabinets,
 1 high metal roller shutter box, dimensions approximately 1200 x 450 x H
1950 mm,
 2 fabric side chairs
 Location: Office 2L 1st floor

25€

216 2 different laser printers including:
 1 HP LASERJET P4015N,
 1 HP COLOR LASERJET CP2025,
 Location: Office 3L 1st floor

50€

217 1 espresso machine DELONGHI MAGNIFICA,
 1 countertop oven WHIRLPOOL,
 Location: Office 3L 1st floor

65€

218 1 veneer wooden corner desk, dimensions approximately 1800 x 1400 mm,
 1 veneer wood conference table, dimensions approximately 2000 x 1100
mm,
 2 high metal roller shutter cabinets, dimensions approximately 1200 x 450 x
H 1950 mm,
 2 low metal roller shutter cabinets, dimensions approximately 1200 x 450 x
H 1100 mm,
 1 fabric office chair,
 6 fabric side chairs,
 Location: Office 3L 1st floor

125€
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219 2 veneer wooden corner desks including dimensions approximately 2000 x
1600 mm,
 1 veneer wooden oval conference table with metal base, dimensions
approximately 2000 x 1200 mm,
 3 fabric office chairs, 2 side chairs,
 1 design flower box, 1 chrome fan, 1 coat rack,
  
 Location: Office 4L 1st floor

100€

220 28 activity trackers BEWELL CONNECT, lying in original packaging,
 2 glucose testers BEWELL CONNECT, lying in original packaging,
 16 USB sticks 1 GB,
 2 selfie sticks CAMLINK
  
 Location: Office 4L 1st floor

150€

221 2 high metal roller shutter cabinets, dimensions approximately 1200 x 450 x
H 1950 mm,
 4 low metal roller shutter boxes including GISPEN, dimensions
approximately 1000 x 450 x H 1100 mm,
 Location: Office 4L 1st floor

65€

222 2 low metal roller shutter boxes JG, dimensions approximately 1200 x 450 x
H 1050 mm,
 Equipped with 2 layers,
 Containing various office equipment and 6 metal tea boxes,
 1 kettle RIVIERA & BAR, 1 tea maker SPECIAL.T
 Location: Gang 1st floor

50€

223 1 multifunctional copier XEROX WORKCENTRE 7845i
 serial number: 3923633552,
 number of prints: black and white: 37896, color: 27,
 Equipped with 4 paper trays,
 Location: Gang 1st floor

100€

224 1 fridge / freezer combination BEKO,
 Total volume 233 liters
 Location: Gang 1st floor

20€

225 5 different veneer wood desks including dimensions approximately 1600 x
1400 mm and 1600 x 800 mm, including with a loading block,
 4 various fabric office chairs,
 1 coat rack, 1 fan
 delivery according to directions,
 Location: Bureau 1R 1st floor

50€
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226 3 various high metal roller shutter boxes including JG and BURODEP,
 including 4 and 5 layers,
 dimensions approximately 1200 x 450 x H 1950 mm
 Location: Bureau 1R 1st floor

40€

227 2 different veneer-wood corner desks, including dimensions approximately
2350 x 1400 mm, with a loading block,
 1 round veneer wooden side table,
 1 high metal roller shutter box, dimensions approximately 1200 x 450 x
1950 mm,
 1 low metal roller shutter box, dimensions approximately 1200 x 450 x 1100
mm,
 3 fabric office chairs, 3 fabric side chairs
 Location: Office 2R 1st floor

65€

228 1 laser printer HP LASERJET COLOR CP3525DN
 Location: Office 3R 1st floor

30€

229 2 veneer office desks, dimensions approximately 1800 x 1200 mm,
 1 low metal roller shutter box, dimensions approximately 1200 x 450 x H
1050 mm,
 2 fabric office chairs,
 1 fabric side chair,
 1 fan
 Location: Office 3R 1st floor

45€


